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Abstract—Protection of privacy is a major concern for users of social web applications, including social networks. Although most online social networks now offer fine-grained controls of information sharing, these are rarely used, both because their use imposes additional burden on the user and because they are too complex for an average user to handle. To mitigate the problem, we propose an intelligent privacy manager that automates the assignment of sharing permissions, taking into account the content of the published information and user’s high-level sharing policies. At the core of our contribution is a novel privacy policy language which explicitly accounts for social web concepts and which balances the expressive power with representation complexity. The manager employs named entity recognition algorithms to annotate sensitive parts of published information and an answer set programming system to evaluate user’s privacy policies and determine the list of safe recipients. We implemented a prototype of the manager on the Facebook platform. On a small test scenario, the manager reached the F-measure value of 0.831 in correctly recommending safe recipients.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing volume of information shared through social networks, maintaining user privacy becomes a major problem. Among the causes of the problem are inadequate mechanisms for the control of information propagation in social networks. The majority of current systems restrict access based on the datatype, category or instance of the published information, combined with the social distance of the recipient (i.e., friends, friends of friends etc.). This is not well-aligned with human notion of privacy control – in reality, decisions about who should have access to a particular piece of information is greatly influenced by the content of the published information as well as the situation and the social context of the publishing user [1]. Another orthogonal problem is the complexity of sharing control settings, which are too complex for average users (e.g., Facebook has tens of privacy setting). Together, this contributes to wide-spread underuse of existing privacy control mechanisms on the side of users, and consequently to risky sharing behavior.

We address the problem by proposing a mechanism that allows the user to define sharing policies, which explicitly consider information content and social context, and apply these policies to automatically determine sharing permissions, thus reducing the need for manual privacy control on a case-by-case basis.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

Figure 1 shows the overall schema of the proposed mechanism. The mechanism takes three inputs: (1) information item – the information the user aims to publish on the social network; (2) social and background context – information about the user, her social relationships, and other information affecting sharing decisions; (3) sharing rules/policies – sharing policies representing user’s sharing preferences and restrictions. Each input is represented using the SWPL language as described in Section III.

Given the inputs, the mechanism determines a set of users that should be allowed to see the published information. The recommendation process consists of two main steps. The first step, automated privacy annotation takes the information item, analyses its content, and provides a set of (semi-)automatically extracted annotations that represent the sensitive aspects of the information item. In the second policy evaluation step, the reasoner takes as input the annotated information item, all information about the user’s social and background context, and the user’s sharing policies,
and it produces recommended sharing permissions for the information item.

III. SOCIAL WEB PRIVACY LANGUAGE

The Social Web Privacy Language (SWPL) is a key part of our contribution. It is used for (1) representing all inputs affecting the decision with whom a particular information item should be shared and (2) representing user’s sharing preferences in a form of machine interpretable, extensible and reusable policies. The SWPL language has two modules, the SWPL-Vocabulary and SWPL-Policy, that respectively address the two purposes.

A. SWPL-Vocabulary: Vocabulary for Social Web Privacy

The SWPL-Vocabulary defines a set of concepts by which privacy-affecting aspects of published content and context can be described. We provide a small set of concepts capable of capturing most relevant aspects affecting user’s decisions about information sharing. We define three groups of concepts: (1) privacy annotations, (2) social context and (3) background context.

1) Privacy Annotations of Information items: As an abstraction of various pieces of information that users publish (e.g., status updates, photos, comments, etc.), the SWPL-Vocabulary uses the concept of an information item. To capture the sensitive aspects of information items in a unified, structured way, we define several types of privacy annotations. Privacy annotations can be referenced from sharing policies and thus enable to include the content of published information in automated sharing decisions—this is a feature not supported by existing privacy languages. Privacy annotations themselves can either be extracted automatically from the content or assigned manually by users.

Inspired by the concept of Five Ws (who, what, when, where, why), employed in journalism and police investigation as basics of information gathering, we define the following types of privacy annotations:

- **location** (where) – annotates items that refer to a specific location
- **person** (who) – annotates items that refer to a specific person
- **time/date** (when) – annotates items that refer to a particular time
- **activity** (what) – annotates items that refer to a particular activity
- **organization** (“who”) – annotates items that reference to an organization

Generally, the more privacy annotations associated with an information item, the higher the potential sensitivity of the information. Note that when speaking about sensitivity, our interest goes beyond personally identifiable information (such as names, telephone numbers, addresses, credit card numbers etc.), which is typically the subject of protection in information security.

2) Social Context/Graph: The second group of SWPL-Vocabulary concepts is used to describe the social context in which the user publishes information. Support for social context is the second novel feature of SPWL-Vocabulary. The choice of supported concepts is based on a comprehensive study of social constructs supported by systems, standards and languages related to the social web.

Users, social relationships and user groups are represented with focus on attributes that may affect sharing decisions (see Figure 2 for a list).

3) Background Context: The third group includes concepts providing additional context related to the information being published and to the user(s). Example background concepts include generic notions of time or location of publication as this may affect sharing decisions.

Detailed description of the SWPL-Vocabulary including all concepts, attributes and predicates can be found in [2].

B. SWPL-Policy: Policies for Social Web Privacy

Building on the vocabulary for social web privacy, we define a rule-based language for expressing user’s sharing policies. The language builds on the established notions of permissions and prohibitions known from deontic logics and employ rule priorities for conflict resolution. The head of

---

1See e.g. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five_Ws](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five_Ws)

2We analyzed constructs from the FOAF ontology [http://www.foaf-project.org], vCard standard [http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf] and its RDF variant [http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf], Facebook, and Google data and open social API [http://code.google.com/apis/opensocial]
a rule is either of the form allow, deny, helper-predicate. The body of a rule can include any predicate defined in the SWPL-Vocabulary or additional, user-defined helper predicates, which allow simplifying complex and/or repeated expressions, including recursion. Predicates in the rule body can be negated and combined using and or or logical connectives. Arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication), comparison and aggregation operators (count, sum, times, min, max) can also be used. Negation has the negation-as-failure semantics, though depending on the reasoner used, true negation can be also supported.

IV. AUTOMATED ANNOTATION

To reduce the need for direct user input, the privacy manager employs automated privacy annotation of text information items. For a text input, each generated privacy annotation consists of a substring of the original text and a privacy annotation predicate (as defined in Section III-A) assigned to the substring. Figure 3 shows an example sentence with associated privacy annotations and their confidence levels as calculated by the annotation module.

We cast the extraction of privacy annotations as a named entity recognition (NER) problem and use established NER algorithms and tools to implement it. To support all required annotation types and to reduce annotation errors, we combine outputs from multiple NER algorithms into a single, more reliable output using two ensemble classification aggregation methods—majority voting for NER algorithms that only provide annotations and the more informative Bayesian model averaging for NER algorithms that also provide confidence levels. The integration of individual NER algorithms was done within the GATE framework which provides a uniform interface to various NER algorithms. We used the following NER systems in our implementation: Name Finder from OpenNLP, Stanford NER, NER from LingPipe and Gazetteer from the GATE framework.

V. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the proposed mechanism, we implemented a prototype of the Privacy Assistant as a Facebook application. DLV reasoner was used for policy evaluation. More information about the prototype is available.

To evaluate the mechanism, complete information about a user’s social network, information she publishes, and sharing settings she assigns to published posts is needed. As there is currently no available Facebook dataset that would provide such information, we created a synthetic dataset based on a realistic scenario and samples of real posts on Facebook. The scenario involves a social network with 10 users and 110 status updates with different sensitivity levels. For each update, we recorded the correct complete set of privacy annotations and the set of recipients with whom the publishing user would like to share the update. The scenario contained 8 sharing rules for the publishing user (i.e. the user from whose perspective the system is evaluated).

We used standard metrics from machine learning and information retrieval to evaluate the performance of the system: recall, precision and F-measure. As ground truth served the information from the test dataset.

First, we evaluated performance of automated annotation alone – the results for individual annotation types and the overall average are given in Table A of Figure 5. Second, we evaluated the mechanism as a whole. Recommendation performance was measured by comparing the recipients suggested by the mechanism with the recipients specified as correct in the testing data. This was done for two operation modes: (1) fully automated operation (i.e. only automated

\[^3\]A demonstration video of the application is available at project’s website [http://agents.felk.cvut.cz/projects/privacy20/]

\[^4\]http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=51097603092&v=wall
annotation was used), and (2) semi-automated automation where the user manually corrected the proposed privacy annotations (and they were thus entirely correct). The results for both cases as evaluated on the test dataset are given in Table B in Figure 5 and show very good agreement between recommended recipients by the mechanism and user’s expectations.

VI. RELATED WORK
Several languages for describing privacy policies and controlling access to data have been proposed [6, 7]; none of them, however, provides any support for content references and social network concepts. Furthermore, the focus of existing languages is on preventing security issues and on controlling access to personally identifiable information. Our work extends the control also to information that does not directly lead to security risks but whose disclosure can harm user’s reputation and credibility.

Various approaches (e.g. [8]) have been explored to help protecting privacy on the social web; none of them, however, combines information extraction and content-sensitive information access/sharing policies. In privacy protection, information extraction tools have been used for automated de-identification/anonymization (e.g. [9]) and content-based privacy protection for document sharing/e-mails (e.g. [10]). The key difference to our work is the lack of consideration of any social concepts.

VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a mechanism that aims to simplify handling of potentially sensitive information on the social web by (partially) automating decisions with whom given information should be shared. As part of the solution, we proposed a novel language which supports content annotation based on the five W’s concept and explicitly represents user’s social context in the specification of sharing policies. We implemented a Facebook prototype of the mechanism and showed that it can achieve good performance on a small test set. The policies that can be defined by the proposed mechanism can cover a wide range of situations. The danger, however, is that the number and complexity of rules required to capture preferences of an average user can be high. In the longer term, we therefore aim to complement the explicit policy specification with a learning mechanism which would discover user preferences from his past sharing decisions.
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